GEMS reading packet for Retreat 2014:

(Joy Hirokawa)
1. Child with the Starry Crayon by Eleanor Daley, SSA, Alliance. Pepper #3302586
2. Tree of Peace by Gwyneth Walker. SSAA E.C. Schirmer. Pepper #10045670

(Debbie Mello)
5. Bumble Bee – Anders Edenroth, SSAA, HL 08501821
6. Heaven Unfolding – Andrea Ramsey, SA, B&H 790051481217

(Jena Dickey--1 collection, counts as 3)

(Robyn Lana)
11. Gaudete, Engelhardt, Walton Music, HL08501789 SSAA
12. Ain't Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me Around, Dilworth, Boosey, SSA

(Trish Joyce)
13. Psalm 23, Randall Stroope, SSA, Alliance AMP 0463
14. Pallaanda, Indian Raga arr. Ethan Sperry, SASA earthsongs (no number)
15. We Are the Music Makers, Patti Drennan, SSA Alliance AMP 0501

Alternates:
(Jena): The Land Of Beyond, Rollo Dilworth, Hal Leonard (new number, not yet available)
SSA (Not yet in JWPepper's catalog)
(Joy): Acabaca Soda Cracker by Cary Ratcliff, SA Hal Leonard, Pepper 10092177
(Debbie): Kusimama – Jim Papoulis, two-part, B&H 48021188 (Not yet in JWPepper's catalog)
(Trish): The Artist Teacher Us All, Mark Patterson, U/2-part, BriLee BL552